Terrix® PL-SX-S
spray plaster

The benefits of Terrix® PL-SX-S spray plaster over traditional skim coats.

Benefits to the customer:

Benefits to the applicator (subcontractor):

1. Higher productivity outputs - up to 500m2/man/day

1. Lower labour cost due to the increased output. Up to
500m2/man/day.

2. Due to the full vapour permeability of the Terrix® spray plaster there is no need to
wait for taping and jointing to be fully dry - the product can be applied on the
same day.

2. Ready to use - no mixing or water on site required.

3. Chemical bonding - the product is permanently connected to the substrate.
There is no risk of cracking or flaking.

3. Less skilled labour required due to the ease of
application. Terrix® spray plaster is extremely easy for
spraying, wiping and sanding.

4. Chemical accelerated set - the product is less sensitive to weather conditions
meaning Terrix® spray plaster is ready for painting usually next day, in extreme
situations after 3 days. Traditional skim coats and competitor’s spray coats during
winter conditions needs up to two weeks to be ready for painting.

4. Minimising days on site - Due to the products
permeability and partly chemical set capabilities the
work process can be accelerated, in return releasing
the areas ahead of program for others trades.

5. Very clean application process - spray plaster is premixed and does not required
water or mixing on site. Additionally there is almost no overspray which means
very little cleaning after application.

5. Highly reduced snagging due to consistent finish.

6. The quality of the finish is much better then standard skim coat plastering or
other systems . It is delivering a very smooth, decorative surface quality not
achievable with skim coat plastering.
7. The Terrix® Spray Plaster is fully compatible with Terrix® premium dispersionsilicate paint.
8. The chemical formulation of the product and its application prosperities allow for
more consistent finish leading to very little snagging.
9. Health and safety benefits:
•

Less operatives on site leading to reduced risk of accidents.

•

Reduced risk of falling from heights - ability to spray up to 3m without
scaffolding.

•

Very clean application process - spray plaster is premixed and does not
required water or mixing on site. Additionally there is almost no overspray
which means very little cleaning after application.

•

Reduced dust risk on site. If Terrix® Self-levelling spray plaster is used, no
sanding is required.
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